The development of universal quantum computers has achieved remarkable success in recent years, culminating with the quantum supremacy reported by Google. Now is possible to implement short-depth quantum circuits with dozens of qubits and to obtain results with significant fidelity. Quantum walks are good candidates to be implemented on the available quantum computers. In this work, we implement discrete-time quantum walks with one and two interacting walkers on cycles, two-dimensional lattices, and complete graphs on IBM quantum computers. We are able to obtain meaningful results using the cycle, the two-dimensional lattice, and the complete graph with 16 nodes each, which require 4-qubit quantum circuits up to depth 100.
Introduction
Quantum walks are considered the quantum analogue of classical walks, which are useful for developing classical randomized algorithms [1] . Quantum walks have already proved useful for designing quantum algorithms [2] . The most general definition of a quantum walk on a graph demands that its time evolution obeys the laws of quantum mechanics and is constrained by graph locality, which means that either the evolution operator itself is local or is the product of local operators. A local operator shifts a walker that is on vertex v to vertices in the neighborhood of v before evolving the walker's state to vertices beyond the neighborhood of v [3] .
A quantum computer that can realize computational tasks that the largest supercomputers available nowadays cannot simulate has been recently built [4] , opening a broad highway to implement quantum walks efficiently. The implementation of quantum walks on quantum computers requires log 2 N qubits, where N is the number of nodes of the graph around which the walkers ramble. On the other hand, in many forms of implementing quantum walk in laboratories, the number of devices the experimenter puts on the table scales with the number of nodes of the graph [5] , though the required resources are decreased by resorting to classical realization of quantum walks with optical systems [6, 7, 8] . Quantum computers provide us with an exponential advantage, however, indicating by the noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) era, the available quantum computers are prone to errors above the threshold required to implement quantum error correcting codes [9] . That obviously limits the depth of the circuits that would simulate the quantum walk reasonably well.
In this work, we implement staggered quantum walks (SQWs) [10] on cycles, two-dimensional lattices with cyclic boundary conditions, and complete graph on IBM quantum computers. The evolution operator of a SQW on a graph is obtained using a graph tessellation cover, where a tessellation is a partition of the vertex set into cliques and a tessellation cover is a set of tessellations that covers all the edges of the graph. When implementing on IBM quantum computers, the evolution operator must be decomposed in terms of basic gates, CNOT and 1-qubit rotations. The most important gate in quantum walk implementations is the multi-controlled Toffoli gate, whose decomposition has been widely studied [11, 12, 13] . In our case, we use an alternative version to this gate to shorten its decomposition, which is crucial in NISQ systems. We are able to implement one step of the quantum walk on a 16-node cycle, two steps of two interacting walkers on a 4-node cycle, and one step of the quantum walk on a 16-node two-dimensional lattice with cyclic borders. Those results improve earlier attempts using IBM quantum computers [14, 15, 16] and are comparable with the size of cycles used in direct laboratory experiments [17, 18, 19] . We have also implemented quantum walk-based search algorithms on complete graphs with 8 and 16 vertices, which are more efficient that their classical versions in term of oracle call.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Sec. 2 describes the dynamics of one walker and two interacting walkers on the N -cycle and their implementation on IBM quantum computers using 4 qubits. Sec. 3 describes the dynamics of one walker on a N -torus (cyclic two-dimensional lattice) and its implementation on IBM quantum computers using 4 qubits. Sec. 4 presents the implementation of quantum walk-based search algorithms on complete graphs. Sec. 5 describes our conclusions.
Quantum walk on the cycle
Consider a N -cycle whose vertices are labeled by 0, . . . , N − 1 and assume that N is even. A tessellation cover {T α , T β } for this graph is depicted in Fig. 1 
The arithmetic is performed modulo N . Each vertex v is associated with a canonical basis vector |v in a Hilbert space H N , whose computational basis is {|x : x = 0, . . . , N − 1}. Each tile α x (β x ) of tessellation T α (T β ) is associated with a unit vector |α x (|β x ) in H N as follows
Using these vectors, we define projectors x |α x α x | and x |β x β x |, which allow us to define the following Hermitian and unitary operators:
3)
4)
where I is the identity operator in H N , whose dimension should be clear from the context. The evolution operator for the SQW on the cycle is given by
5)
where θ is an angle [20] . The quantum walk dynamics is generated by repeatedly applying the evolution operator, at discrete time steps, on an initial state. In matrix form, operators H 0 and H 1 are given by
|+
H 0 = I ⊗ X,(2.
6)
where X = ( 0 1 1 0 ) and the empty entries are 0. Using that
we obtain the evolution generated by H 0 and H 1 , respectively, as
which is a block-diagonal matrix, and
which is a permutation of the rows and columns of U 0 . In fact, the permutation (and circulant) matrix
transforms U 0 to U 1 via the similarity transformation U 1 = P −1 U 0 P . The SQW evolution operator can, therefore, be written as U = P −1 U 0 P U 0 . P shifts the walker to the right and P −1 shifts to the left. This dynamics is similar to the split-step protocol introduced by Kitagawa et. al [21] , whose implementation using photonic technology was decribed in [22] . In the splitstep protocol, the shift to the right (left) occurs only if the particle spin is up (down) otherwise the particle stays put. In the staggered dynamics, the spin plays no role and the shift to the right or left is unconditional. In the staggered model, the unit vectors that are associated with the tiles can be different from the one described by Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) . In this case, the new local evolution operators U 0 and U 1 have the same structure described in Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10), but they use new 2 × 2 matrices in place of R x (2θ). For instance, if the unit vector associated with the first tile of tessellation T β is (|1 ± i|2 )/ √ 2, the corresponding block R x (2θ) in the expression of U 1 is replaced by ±R y (2θ) = ± cos θ − sin θ sin θ cos θ . We use those tiles to shorten the decomposition of U 1 in terms of basic gates.
Two interacting quantum walkers
Let us address the dynamics of a 2-particle quantum walk on a cycle with a special type of interaction between the walkers. The evolution operator of two independent quantum walks on a cycle is the tensor product
(2) 0 of two 1-particle quantum walks. The resulting operator belongs to the Hilbert space H N ⊗ H N . Now, suppose the walkers interact when they are simultaneously at the same vertex of the cycle, and consider the interaction described by a phase shift φ on top of the free evolution operator. The modified evolution operator is
R is a diagonal matrix, whose diagonal entries are either 1 or e iφ . An alternative interacting model, similar to the one used when designing quantum search algorithms on graphs, is
where x 0 is a marked vertex. The decomposition of operator R in the alternative model in terms of basic gates is shorter than the original one.
Decomposition of the evolution operator
In this section, we present the decomposition of the SQW evolution operators assuming that N = 2 n for an integer n. The Hilbert space H N is spanned by the computational basis of n qubits. Note that each vertex of the cycle is represented by a computational basis vector |q 0 . . . q n−1 , where q i are qubits.
Decomposition of the permutation matrix P
The matrix representation of the operator U 0 , given by Eq. (2.9), has the decomposition U 0 = I ⊗n−1
2
⊗ R x (2θ), that is, (n − 1) 2 × 2-identity operators acting on the first n − 1 qubits and a rotation R x (2θ) on the last qubit (see the central part of Fig. 2 ). Fig. 2 also depicts the circuit Figure 2 : Circuit of the operator U 1 , including P , U 0 , and P −1 , for a quantum walk on a cycle with 16 vertices (4 qubits).
that implements U 1 . The circuit of P is shown at the left-hand part and its inverse P −1 at the right-hand part.
The decomposition of matrix P uses generalized Toffoli gates [5] , which are defined in the following way. Suppose that C i 1 ,i 2 ,... (X j ) represents a generalized Toffoli gate with control qubits q i 1 , q i 2 , . . . and the target qubit q j . The action of C i 1 ,i 2 ,... (X j ) is nontrivial only on |q j , which is given by
that is, the state of qubit q j changes only if q i 1 , q i 2 , . . . are all set to 1. Note that, in Fig. 2 , the first (top) qubit of the circuit is q 0 and the last (bottom) one is q n−1 . The correctness proof of this decomposition is shown in Appendix A.
Decomposition of the generalized Toffoli gate
To decompose the generalized Toffoli gate C 0,...,n−2 (X n−1 ), which has n − 1 control qubits q 0 , ..., q n−2 and one target qubit q n−1 , we initially use the identity
where H n−1 is the Hadamard gate acting on qubit q n−1 , and then we focus on the method to decompose C 0,...,n−2 (Z n−1 ). Fig. 3 shows how to decompose C 0,...,n−2 (Z n−1 ) in terms of a sequence of multi-controlled R z (θ),
where θ = π/2 n−j , j = 1, ..., n.
Figure 3: Decomposition of C 0,...,n−2 (Z n−1 ).
An example of the decomposition of the multi-controlled R z (π) gate for n = 4 is depicted in Fig. 4 . This is the last multi-controlled gate in the decomposition of the CCCZ gate. The generic decomposition of the multi-controlled R z (π/2 j ) gate is given in terms of an alternated sequence of CNOT and u 1 (±π/2 j−n ) gates as described by function new_mcrz in Appendix B, where
(2.17)
Note that R z (θ) and u 1 (θ) differ by a global phase and sometimes can be interchanged. The positions of the CNOT controls (except for the first CNOT) in the decomposition of the multicontrolled R z (π/2 j ) gate are given by function
where & is the bitwise AND operator. For instance, the positions of the CNOT controls in Fig. 4 starting from the second is 0,1,0,2,0,1,0, which correspond to a(1), ..., a (7) . The decomposition used in this work is useful only when the number of qubits is small, since the decomposition size increases as an exponential function in terms of the number of qubits. When the number of qubits is large, it is recommended to use ancilla qubits [11] .
Alternative version to matrix P
In this subsection we describe an alternative version to matrix P , whose decomposition in terms of basic gates is shorter. The strategy is to use a sequence of vectors |± = (|v ± |w )/ √ 2 and |±i = (|v ± i|w )/ √ 2 as the unit vectors associated with the tiles of tessellation T β , where v and w are the vertices of the tile. The sequence is described by function a(k) modulo 4 starting with k = 1, where a(k) is given by (2.18), and by Table 1 , which associates each value a(k) mod 4 with a unit vector in the set {|± , |±i }. a(k) mod 4 vector Hamiltonian evolution 0 In order to obtain the new local operator U 1 , which uses the new unit vectors, we replace all multi-controlled Toffoli gates (2 or more controls) by multi-controlled C(R x (π)) gates. Fig. 5 describes the circuit of the new version for 4 qubits. Note that the multi-controlled C(R x (π)) gates can be expressed as HC(R z (θ))H, where H is the Hadamard gate. The decomposition of the new version in terms of basic gates can be accomplished by using the technique shown in Fig. 4 . The number of CNOT gates in our decomposition of the alternative version to P is 2 n − 3, which is less than the original P , that has 2 n+1 − 2n − 3 CNOTs. Figure 5 : Circuit of the alternative version to matrices P .
In the one-dimensional case, there is a straightforward equivalence between the SQW and coined models. The alternative version to P in U 1 represents a nonhomogeneous coin, that is, a different coin for each vertex. U 0 on the other hand represents a lazy (when θ < π/2) flip-flop shift operator.
Implementations on IBM quantum computers
We use Qiskit * to build the circuits of the evolution operator and to run the experiments that are shown in this section. The experiments must be run when the error rate of the quantum computers are as low as possible, otherwise they output useless results. The blue bars represent the simulated probability distribution and the red bars represent the result of the experiment in ibmqx2 (left-hand plot) and ibmq vigo (right-hand plot) quantum computers. The fidelities between the simulated and actual results are given in Table 2 : Fidelities between the probability distributions generated by the quantum computer p and the exact simulation q for one walker on a 16-vertex cycle, where the total variation distance d and the Hellinger distance h are given by d = 1 2
Results for one quantum walker
x |p x − q x | and
Results for two interacting quantum walkers Fig. 7 depicts the probability distribution of two interacting quantum walkers up to two steps on a 4-node cycle. We have used the interaction given by (2.14) taking the node with label 3 as marked. The initial state is (x 1 , x 2 ) = (0, 2), which is obtained with high fidelity. After the first step, the positions of both walkers spread along the whole cycle, and then they interact at node with label 3. After the second step, we have an entangled state that shows that the walkers are at (x 1 , x 2 ) = (1, 3) with high probability (77.6%). The fidelities between the exact calculations (blue) and the results generated by the quantum computer (red) are given in Table 3 . Although the fidelity of the second step is not high, the position of the largest peak of probability distribution obtained from the quantum computer coincides with the correct position. fidelity i.s. step 1 step 2 1 − d 0.950 0.885 0.433 1 − h 0.814 0.890 0.572 Table 3 : Fidelities between the probability distributions generated by the quantum computer and by the exact calculations.
Quantum walk on the torus
Consider a two-dimensional square lattice with cyclic boundary conditions and √ N × √ N vertices labeled by 0, . . . , N − 1, where N is a square number. At least four tessellations are required to define the evolution operator of a SQW on the lattice [23] . There are infinite ways to tessellated the lattice. The simplest way without being trivial is depicted in Fig. 8 .
Using the one-dimensional SQW evolution operators (2.9) and (2.10), and labeling the vertices from top-left to down-right row-by-row, we obtain the matrix form for the two-dimensional 20) corresponding to the blue and red (first and second) tessellations in Fig. 8 , and
SQW operators
for the brown and green (third and forth) tessellations in Fig. 8 . The evolution operator for the SQW with Hamiltonians on the lattice is given by [20, 24] U 2D = U 11 U 10 U 01 U 00 .
(3.23)
The same evolution operator (with θ = π/4) was used in [25] to describe a quantum walk-based search algorithm and it is related with the alternate two-step model proposed in [26] .
Decomposition of the 2D SQW evolution
Assume that √ N is a power of two. The matrix representation of the operators given by Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) has the decomposition 25) where |0 0| = ( 1 0 0 0 ), |1 1| = ( 0 0 0 1 ), {|0 , |1 } is the computational basis for the Hilbert space corresponding to a single qubit, and Q x is given by
24)
Operator Q x is a controlled-P gate with the control qubit q n/2−1 and target qubits q n/2 . . . q n−1 .
The inverse of Q x is obtained by replacing P with P −1 in Eq. (3.26) .
Similarly, we find which is a controlled-P gate with the control qubit |q n−1 and target qubits q 0 . . . q n/2−1 . Fig. 9 shows the circuit that implements the SQW evolution operator given by Eq. (3.23) on a 16-vertex two-dimensional lattice. Figure 9 : Circuit of the two-dimensional SQW evolution operator, including U 00 , U 01 , U 10 , and U 11 , for a quantum walk on a lattice with 16 vertices using 4 qubits.
Implementations on IBM quantum computers
In the construction of the controlled-P gate, we use the alternative version to P and add the control qubit to all its components, as depicted in Fig. 10 . As discussed earlier, the alternative version to P has a shorter decomposition in terms of basic gates at the cost of changing the unit vectors associated with the tiles of the tessellations shown in Fig. 8 . The corresponding sequence of unit vectors introduced by the controlled gate is described by function a(k) mod 4 (2.18), similar to the alternative version to P , after interchanging |± ↔ |±i in Table (1) .
• • • Figure 10 : Circuit of the alternative version to controlled-P obtained from the alternative version to P described in Fig. 5 . Fig. 11 depicts the probability distribution after one step of the two-dimensional SQW with the modified tiles. The walker initial position is an equal superposition of all vertices with even labels with the amplitudes 1/ √ 8. The fidelities between the simulated and actual results are given in Table 4 . fidelity vigo 1 − d 0.515 1 − h 0.468 Table 4 : Fidelities between the probability distributions generated by the vigo quantum computer and the exact simulation for one walker on a 16-vertex two-dimensional lattice.
Quantum walk-based spatial search
In this section, we describe the implementation of a quantum walk-based spatial search algorithm on complete graphs with 8 (K 8 ) and 16 (K 16 ) vertices. Since the complete graph K N is 1-tessellable, the evolution operator of a staggered quantum walk on K N is the Grover operator G, given by G = −H ⊗n RH ⊗n , where n = log 2 N and
A quantum walk-based search algorithm uses a modified evolution operator U [3], given by
when the marked vertex has label 0. The initial state |ψ 0 is the uniform superposition of all states of the computational basis |ψ 0 = N −1 j=0 |j , and the optimal number of steps is the closest integer to (π/4) √ N . Note that the quantum walk-based spatial search on the complete graph is equivalent to Grover's algorithm [27] .
Implementation on IBM quantum computers
Since U = −(H ⊗n R) 2 , the missing task is to find the decomposition of R. It is straightforward to check that R = X ⊗n C 0,...,n−2 (Z n−1 )X ⊗n .
(4.32)
The decomposition of C 0,...,n−2 (Z n−1 ) is depicted in Fig. 3 . As we have discussed in Sec. 2.1, the number of basic gates reduces if we replace Z for R z (π) in C 0,...,n−2 (Z n−1 ). So, instead of using R in our implementations, we use R , which is given by R = X ⊗n C 0,...,n−2 (R z (π))X ⊗n .
(4.33)
The success probability using R is not going to be as high as is in the original algorithm, but is high enough for complete graphs up to 16 vertices. Table 5 shows the corresponding fidelities. The success probability of finding the marked vertex for the K 8 case using a quantum computer is 0.674 and for the K 16 case is 0.218. These results are better than a 3-attempt random search, which has success probability 3/8 = 0.375 for 8 elements and 3/16 = 0.187 for 16 elements. Table 5 : Fidelities between the exact probability distribution (blue) and the probability distribution outputed by IBM quantum computers (red).
Conclusions
In this work, we have implemented of the evolution operator of staggered quantum walks on cycles, two-dimensional lattices, and complete graphs on IBM quantum computers. We have shown how to decompose each local unitary operator in terms of basic gates. The multicontrolled Toffoli gate is an important building block, whose decomposition can be analyzed independently from the remaining circuit.
We have implemented the first step of a quantum walk on the 16-node cycle and 16-node two-dimensional lattice, and obtained results with fidelities around 50%. We have implemented the second step of two interacting quantum walkers on the 4-node cycle and obtained result with fidelities around 57%. Appendix C describes further results for a quantum walk on the 8-node cycle, with high fidelities up to eight steps. Although high, the fidelity is not a good measure of the quality of the results for the final steps, because the exact probability distributions are almost flat, and error-dominated outputs have also almost-flat associated probability distributions.
We have implemented a quantum walk-based search algorithm on complete graphs with 8 and 16 vertices; the results are more efficient than the equivalent classical algorithms. Since the quantum walk version is equivalent to Grover's algorithm (the Qiskit program is the same), we have implemented on IBM quantum computers a modified version of Grover's algorithm that is more efficient than classical brute-force search on unsorted lists of 8 and 16 elements.
We conclude that IBM quantum computers are able to produce non-trivial results in terms of quantum walk implementations, which includes non-classical aspects of quantum mechanics, such as the entanglement between quantum walkers.
We also conclude that the staggered model is suitable for NISQ computers because the implementation of coinless models requires fewer qubits than the coined model. For instance, the implementation of two interacting quantum walkers on a 4-cycle in the coined model needs six qubits, in contrast with four qubits in the coinless case.
where the gray colored bits in the first line of the table show the carries. The result (given in the forth line of the table) is obtained by performing the addition of the rightmost bits of the table, that is, adding bits q k−1 and 1. The result is q k−1 ⊕ 1 and the carry is q k−1 , which is placed over q k−2 as a gray colored bit. Then, bits q k−1 and q k−2 are added that gives q k−2 ⊕q k−1 and the carry is q k−2 · q k−1 , which is placed over q k−3 . The addition goes on until the leftmost bit is reached. The final result coincides with the action of P on |q 0 . . . q k−1 , which proves the proposition.
B Appendix
This appendix describes function new_mcrz, which decomposes the multi-controlled R z gate, and function new_mcz, which decomposes the multi-controlled Z gate. Those functions use the same syntax of functions mcrz and mcz implemented in Qiskit. Note that our implementation uses fewer CNOTs.
from qiskit import * from math import pi,log q = QuantumRegister(4) qc = QuantumCircuit(q) def new_mcrz(qc,theta,q_controls,q_target): n = len(q_controls) newtheta = -theta/2**n a = lambda n: log(n-(n&(n-1)),2) qc.cx(q_controls[n-1],q_target) qc.u1(newtheta,q_target) for i in range ( Table 6 shows the corresponding fidelities, where d and h are the total variation and Hellinger distances, respectively. After the sixth step, the fidelity is high but the output of the quantum computer is worthless. This shows that the fidelity is not a good measure when the exact probability distribution is almost flat. fidelity i.s. step 1 step 2 step 3 step 4 step 5 step 6 step 7 step 8 1 − d 0.927 0.891 0.864 0.896 0.823 0.965 0.956 0.710 0.639 1 − h 0.806 0.783 0.895 0.916 0.850 0.973 0.973 0.614 0.736 Table 6 : Fidelities between the probability distributions generated by the ourense quantum computer and the exact simulation for one walker on a 8-vertex cycle up to step 4.
